A nonlocal Alice-Bob Kadomtsev-Petviashivili (ABKP) system with shifted-parities (P x s andP symmetry reduction of a coupled local KP system.
where the operatorsP andĈ are the usual parity and charge conjugation. Similarly, other types of nonlocal nonlinear PC, PT and PTC symmetric systems such as the coupled nonlocal NLS systems [2] , the nonlocal KdV and modified KdV systems [3] [4] [5] , the discrete nonlocal NLS systems [6] , and the nonlocal Davey-Stewartson systems [7] [8] [9] have been obtained because of the PTC symmetries. PTC symmetries are important in not only particle physics [10] , but also many other physical fields such as optics [11] , quantum field theory [12] , electric circuits.
Recently [13] , PT-symmetric nonlocal NLS equation (1) is used to describe the extension of properties of traditional macroscopic magnetic systems [14] .
It is well known that there are various correlated and/or entangled events that may be happened in different times and places. To describe two-place physical problems, Alice-Bob (AB) systems [15] are proposed by using the shifted parity (P s ), delayed time reversal (T d ) and charge conjugate (Ĉ) symmetries. If one event (A, Alice event) is correlated/entangled another (B, Bob event), we denote the correlated relation as B =f A for suitablef operators.
Usually, the event A = A(x, t) happened at {x, t} and event B = B(x ′ , t ′ ) happened at {x ′ , t ′ } =f {x, t}. In fact, {x ′ , t ′ } is usually far away from {x, t}. Hence, the intrinsic two-place models or Alice-Bob systems are nonlocal. In addition to the nonlocal nonlinear Schrödinger equation (1) [16] , there are many other types of two-place nonlocal models, such as the nonlocal KdV systems [17] , the nonlocal modified KdV systems [4, 5] , the discrete nonlocal NLS systems [6] , the coupled nonlocal NLS systems [2] and the nonlocal DaveyStewartson systems [7] [8] [9] , etc.
In [15] , one of us (Lou) proposed a series of integrable AB systems including the ABKdV systems, ABmKdV systems, ABKP systems, AB-sine Gordon (ABsG) systems, ABNLS systems, AB-Toda (ABT) systems and ABAKNS systems. Furthermore, by using thê for the ABKdV system [18] . However, to findP y s ,P x s ,T d andĈ symmetry breaking solutions is much more difficult.
In this paper, influenced by the idea of [17, 18] we investigate a special ABKP system witĥ 
II. AN ABKP SYSTEM
In this section, we study a special ABKP system
with arbitrary constants x 0 , y 0 and t 0 .
The ABKP system Eq.(2) can be derived by applying the consistent correlated bang (CCB) approach to the usual KP equation
as follows the reference [18] . The KP equation (3) firstly derived to study the evolution of long ion-acoustic waves of small amplitude propagating in plasmas under the effect of long transverse perturbations [19] . The KP equation was widely accepted as a natural extension of the classical KdV equation to two spatial dimensions, and was later derived as a model for surface and internal water waves [20] , and in nonlinear optics [21] and almost in all other physical fields such as in shallow water waves, ion-acoustic waves in plasmas, ferromagnetics, 
which can be banged to two equations
where G(A, B) is an arbitrary functional of A and B.
The second step of CCB is to take a correlation
between the fields A and B for a suitable operatorf which can be taken as one of the elements of the eighth order P T C group G = {I,Ĉ,P 
where the operatorsĈ,P 
The last step of CCB is to fix the consistent condition under the correlation (6) . Applying the correlation (6) on the banged system (5) will lead to a compatibility condition
which means the arbitrary functional G(A, B) should bef antisymmetric.
Generally there are numerous functionals satisfyingf antisymmetric condition. For simplicity, in this paper, we discuss only for G(A, B) = 0 and
Thus, the banged system (5) is reduced to the special ABKP system (2). 
where the summation of ν should be done for all permutations of ν i = 0, 1, i = 1, 2, . . . , N and (8) with (9) and (10) is notP
To find the N-soliton solution of the ABKP system (2), we rewrite (10) as
where
then the N-soliton solution of the KP equation (3) becomes [15] u = ln
where the summation of ν = {ν 1 , ν 2 , . . . , ν N } should be done for all non-dual permutations
, and
From the expression (13), it is easy to see that
solves the ABKP system (2). The solution (14) with (12) and (13) to the ABKP system (2) isP
B.P The knowledge of the symmetries is very useful to enhance our understanding of complex physical phenomena, to simplify and even completely solve the complicated problems. Furthermore, the study of symmetries has been manifested as one of the most important and powerful methods in almost every branch of science especially in physics and mathematics.
It is particularly fundamental to find the symmetries of a nonlinear equation in the development of the theory of the integrable systems because of the existence of infinitely many symmetries [23] [24] [25] .
By using a direct method or nonclassical symmetry approach one can find that the usual KP equation (3) possesses a symmetry reduction solution [26] 
with two arbitrary constants a and b and the ordinary differential reduction equation
which is equivalent to the Painlevé IV equation (a = 0), Painlevé III equation (a = 0, b = 0) and Painlevé II equation (a = b = 0). All solutions of (17) and (18) have been listed in [26] .
Therefore, in order to searchP y sP x sT d invariant reduction solutions for the ABKP system (2), Some special constraints have to be added for the solutions of (17) and (18) . For simplicity, we consider only the case of x 0 = y 0 = t 0 = 0 of (2) for the Painlevé reduction solutions (15) . From the equations (15), (16), (17), (18) and (19), we can find theP yP xT invariant Painlevé reduction solutions
for the ABKP system (2) for x 0 = y 0 = t 0 = 0, where θ and δ are solutions of (17) and (18) under the conditions
C. Interaction solutions between soliton and p-wave of the ABKP systems Many authors have studied interaction solutions among different type of nonlinear excitations, especially, the soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solutions for many nonlinear systems such as the KdV equation and the KP equation [27, 28] . For example, one can directly prove that the KP equation (3) possesses an interaction solutions between a soliton and a p-wave
where k, l, ω and p 0 are arbitrary constants and the p-wave satisfies
For vanishing p-wave, p = 0, the solution (23) For traveling p-wave, the solution of (24) can be written as
with W = W (X) being a solution of
while c 2 , c 3 , k, k 1 , l, l 1 , ω, ω 1 and X 0 are all arbitrary constants.
Because of the Möbious transformation invariance of (26), its solution can be expressed by means of the Jacobi elliptic functions [29] ,
with arbitrary constants b, c, m and the dispersion relation
under the parameter constraint
Especially, if we take b = c = 0, then the solution (29) becomes
Unfortunately, though (23) with (25) and (29) (and then (33)) is a solution of the usual KP equation (3), it can not be used to find nontrivial solution of the ABKP equation (2).
It is interesting that some special solution of (26) can also be expressed by means of the Jacobi elliptic functions in some alternative ways, say,
with
where 
with p being a solution of the p-wave equation (24) under the antisymmetric condition
For the travelling p-wave solution (37), if we fix the constant
then it will satisfy the antisymmetric condition (42), i.e.,
where ten constants a, b, c, m, k, k 1 , l, l 1 , ω and ω 1 satisfy only three conditions (36), (39) and (40).
It is worth to mention that all theP y sP x sT d invariant solutions obtained in this section are solutions not only for the ABKP equation (2) but also for all ABKP equations
where KP is defined as (3).
For more concretely, the multiple soliton solutions (14) , the Painlevé reductions (20) and the soliton-p-wave interaction solution (41) with (24) and (42) (and then the soliton-cnoidal wave interaction solution (41) with (43)) are solutions for all ABKP equations (44), especially for
with arbitrary functionals f i (A, B), i = 1, 2, . . . , 6.
It should be emphasized that the existence of multiple soliton solutions of (44) and (45) does not imply the integrability of (44) In this section. we aim to search for theP 
It can be directly found that the coupled KP system (46)-(47) possesses a special reduction
which makes the coupled KP system (46)-(47) being reduced to the nonlocal ABKP equation (2) .
Thus, to look for the exact solutions of the ABKP equation (2) is equivalent to find out the exact solutions of the coupled KP equation system (46)-(47) with a special reduction condition (48).
In this section, we will show details on how to obtain theP y sP x sT d symmetric breaking solutions of the ABKP system (2) with the help of the coupled KP system (46)-(47).
A. Symmetry breaking multiple soliton solutions of the ABKP system (2)
As we have known, one of the notable features of the integrable system is possessing of multiple soliton solutions though it is not a sufficient condition. Many reliable methods are used in literatures to examine the soliton solutions of integrable nonlinear evolution equations. The Hirota bilinear method [30] , the Bäcklund transformation method, the inverse scatting method [31] , the Painlevé analysis, and others are effectively used to determine soliton solutions for completely integrable equations. Among all methods, the tanh and elliptic function expansion approach [32] [33] [34] [35] is one of the simplest and effective methods to search for one solitary wave and one periodic travelling wave for integrable and nonintegrable systems.
Because theP 
with a symmetry invariant part (q independent part) and symmetry breaking part (q dependent part), where ψ is a solution of the usual bilinear KP equation
and λ, λ 1 and λ 2 are arbitrary functions of {y, t}. It is straightforward to check that substituting (49) into the coupled KP system (46)-(47) yields the equation system (50) and
If 
Furthermore, if we take
we can obtain a special multiple soliton solution of the coupled KP equation system (46)- (47) in the form
where F is given by (9) . Now, using the symmetry reduction condition (48), we get thê
sT d symmetry breaking multiple soliton solution for the ABKP system (2)
It is clear that when the symmetry braking parameter a is fixed as zero, the symmetry breaking multiple soliton solution (56) is reduced back the symmetry invariant solution (14) given in the last section.
To get more general symmetry breaking multiple soliton solutions of the coupled KP and then the nonlocal ABKP systems, we have to study the general solutions of (50) and (51).
Here, we just give a discussion for the single soliton case with the condition (53).
For the single soliton solution of (50) with (53), we have
and the q equation (51) becomes
which can be solved via variable separation approach
where Ξ i and Y i are solutions of
and
with arbitrary variable separated parameters α i and β i .
The general solution of (61) can be written as
with arbitrary constants c i and d i .
Though the Ξ equation (60) is only a variable coefficient linear ordinary equation, it is still very difficult to get general solution for α i = 0. Here, we write down only a special case for α i = β i = 0,
Combining the solutions (49), (59), (62), (63) and the reduction condition (48), we get a single symmetry breaking soliton solution In fact, because any function can be separated to the summation of the symmetry and antisymmetry parts. Thus we can always write the solutions of the coupled KP system (46)-(47) in this way
where w and z presentP (47) we find that w is a solution of the usual KP equation (3) while z should be solution of the following z equation
is defined as the known Heun general function which is a solution of the Heun equation
Finally, using the symmetry reduction condition, v =P y sP x sT d u, we get a special symmetry breaking cnoidal solution
for the ABKP equation (2), where {ξ, y ′ , t ′ } are defined by (65). When a 1 = a 2 = a 3 = a 4 thê P y sP x sT d symmetry breaking solution (71) reduces back to the symmetry invariant periodic wave solution.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
In summary, a special ABKP system is directly obtained from KP equation to describe two-place physical events by using consistent correlated bang. The ABKP system possesseŝ P y sP x sT d symmetry which means the ABKP system is invariant under the transformation {x → −x + x 0 , y → −y + y 0 , t → −t + t 0 }. The ABKP system is nonlocal and can be used to describe some special two-place physical problems.
With the help of the usual local KP equation and a local coupled KP system, we obtained some types of exactP In this paper, we investigate only some types of special solutions of a special nonlocal ABKP equation (2) . There are various important problems on the nonlocal multi-place KP systems should be deeply studied. In fact, there are some different types of non-localities such as those pointed out in (7) and there are also many other types of nonlocal KP equations such as those listed in [15] and equations (44), (45) 
u ≡ (1 +f +ĝ +fĝ)q, u 2 ≡ (1 +f +ĝ +fĝ)q 2 , v ≡ (a +f )(1 +ĝ)q, w ≡ (1 +f )(1 −ĝ)q with arbitrary constants a and β andf ,Ĝ ∈ G while the symmetry group G is defined in (7).
Because there exist various two-place and multi-place correlated physical events in almost all natural scientific fields, the multi-place physical problems and multi-place mathematical models should be attracted more attentions.
